Introduction
Two binary operations are there in a lattice. In a monoid only one binary operation is there. But there are two binary operations in a Bi-monoid. In an Artex Space over a bi-monoid the two binary operations of the lattice agree with the two binary operations of a bi-monoid in so many axioms to form new theories. We have many propositions and results in the theory of Artex Spaces over bi-monoids. We could define special Artex Spaces over bi-monoids namely Complete Artex Spaces over bi-monoids, Upper bounded Artex Spaces over bimonoids, Lower Bounded Artex Spaces over bi-monoids, Bounded Artex Spaces over bi-monoids, Distributive Artex Spaces over bi-monoids, Complemented Artex Spaces over bi-monoids and Boolean Artex Spaces over bi-monoids. Many Propositions and results have been found in the Artex Spaces over bi-monoids, Special Artex Spaces over bi-monoids and Boolean Artex Spaces over bi-monoids. However there are so many examples which are left by the stronger condition of inequalities involving the first binary operation written in the order denoted by +, that is, because of the axioms ma ^ na ≤ (m+n)a and ma v na ≤ (m+n)a. Therefore, if we consider a monoid instead of considering a bi-monoid together with a lattice, we can have so many examples and we can form a new theory. This motivated us to form a new theory called Monoid Artex Spaces Over Monoids. When we define Monoid Artex Spaces Over Monoids, we had in mind that there should be a relation between the existing theory of Artex Spaces Over Bi-monoids and the new theory of Monoid Artex Spaces Over Monoids. As a result of our thinking all the Artex Spaces Over Bi-monoids ( M, + , . ) have become Monoid Artex Spaces Over the Monoids ( M, . ). We hope the theory of Monoid Artex Spaces Over Monoids will form a new chapter and it will be more useful. The theory of Lattices and Boolean Algebra together with monoids has given us the new theory Monoid Artex Spaces Over Monoids. In this theory of Monoid Artex Spaces Over Monoids we have found beautiful results so that to form the theory of Monoid Artex Spaces Over Monoids an exiting and recreational theory.
As a development of it we have proved some propositions which will be useful to further development of the theory of Artex Spaces over bi-monoids. The study of Quotient Spaces in Group theory and in Vector Spaces over fields motivated us to define Cap-Quotient M-Artex Spaces Over Monoids and Cup-Quotient MArtex Spaces Over Monoids. These Cap-Quotient M-Artex Spaces Over Monoids and Cup-Quotient M-Artex Spaces Over Monoids agree with the existing Quotient Spaces in many concepts and operations of the Quotient Spaces. 
II. Preliminaries

VII. CONCLUSION :
The theory of Lattices and Boolean Algebra together with monoids has given us the new theory Monoid Artex Spaces Over Monoids. The study of Quotient Spaces in Group theory and in Vector Spaces over fields motivated us to define Cap-Quotient M-Artex Spaces Over Monoids and Cup-Quotient M-Artex Spaces Over Monoids. We hope this paper will motivate the researcher to bring new useful results in the theory of Monoid Artex spaces over Monoids.
